Robust Feature Matching Using Spatial Clustering with Heavy Outliers.
This paper focuses on removing mismatches from given putative feature matches created typically based on descriptor similarity. To achieve this goal, existing attempts usually involve estimating the image transformation under a geometrical constraint, where a pre-defined transformation model is demanded. This severely limits the applicability, as the transformation could vary with different data and is complex and hard to model in many real-world tasks. From a novel perspective, this paper casts the feature matching into a spatial clustering problem with outliers. The main idea is to adaptively cluster the putative matches into several motion consistent clusters together with an outlier/mismatch cluster. To implement the spatial clustering, we customize the classic density based spatial clustering method of applications with noise (DBSCAN) in the context of feature matching, which enables our approach to achieve quasi-linear time complexity. We also design an iterative clustering strategy to promote the matching performance in case of severely degraded data. Extensive experiments on several datasets involving different types of image transformations demonstrate the superiority of our approach over state-of-the-art alternatives. Our approach is also applied to near-duplicate image retrieval and co-segmentation and achieves promising performance.